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As our country progresses in its aim to be a developed country by the Year 2020, the
field of Information and Communications Technology or ICT is fast becoming the
forerunner for the vision. The Internet is used in almost all aspects of life. As for the
communications sector, according to Global Mobile Subscriber Database December
2002 report, there are 8,814,700 mobile subscribers in Malaysia with an Annual
Growth of 16.6%. Withthe adoption of 3G-communication technology in the coming
years, compelling high speed services, reaching up to 2 Mb/s together with improved
security features would soon be possible.
Through these years in the mobile industry, the health sector has always been
neglected. Reason being, the technology could not support the application and it is
not so much of a revenue generating business compared to mobile games or sports
news. With globalization where the society is always on the move across borders,
together with degrading environment conditions and the need for time, instant health
services are becoming crucial. Looking into these conditions of mobile adoption and
health status, the author intends to develop a solution for a mobile telemedicine
application. Kevin Hung (2003) defines telemedicine as the utilization of
telecommunication technology for medical diagnosis, treatment and patient care.
Thus, the main aim of this project was to develop an application that could be used
for medical purposes. This project integrates the latest mobile telecommunication
technologies together with medical services with the idea of providing a highly
secured personalize medical system and database query as mobile handsets are
becoming a necessity to individuals. This would make updating and retrieving
medical health records hassle free, anytime and anywhere. This project has also laid
the groundwork for future expansion by incorporating the basic audio and video
streaming features.
This report accounts for all the concepts, design works and results of the mobile
telemedicine application that has been developed successfully.
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In this chapter, the author introduces the background of the project, the problem
statement, objectives and the scope of study. A brief review of what to expect in the
coming chapters is also stated.
1.1 Background of Study
Under the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), which is an organization joined
by the leading mobile handsets manufacturers, there would be a form of
standardization in the usage ofmobile technologies.
Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) marks the beginning of an era where we could
make use of mobile-handsets for browsing purposes. Evolving from WAP 1.0, WAP
2.0 has adopted Extensible Hyper Text Markup Language (XHTML) Basic as the
base for its mark-up language. XHTML, developed by the World-Wide Web
Consortium (W3C), is the language that will be used to create all content, regardless
of whether it is intended for the fixed Internet or the mobile phone world. By
narrowing the gap between wired and wireless content, XHTML greatly accelerates
the pace at which services can be created and improves the usability of wireless
services for consumers.
Other Internet standards that have been adopted in WAP 2.0 include Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS), Transport Layer Security (TLS), Hyper Text Markup Language
(HTTP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). By specifying how these
standards are best used in a wireless environment a better user-experience is
achieved. The richer content and multimedia services that will be available in 2.5G-
3G networks are going to be based on these and similar standards and will therefore
integrate seamlessly with WAP technology.
The release of WAP 2.0 includes the first release of Multimedia Messaging Services
(MMS), a service developed jointly with 3GPP, which allows users to send
multimedia messages, combining sounds with images and text, to each other in a
fashion similar to sending Short Messaging Service (SMS). Additionally, WAP 2.0
further evolves to WAP Push, which can be used for services such as online auctions,
where it is important for users to receive informationat the point of interest (i.e., the
moment something interestinghappens), rather than being forced to actively look for
the information.
Due to the fact that WAP 2.0 is an open and interoperable standard, it will be a very
valuable component in any future mobile service offering. Ericsson, Nokia and
Motorola co-founded the WAP Forum together with Unwired Planet (now
Openwave) in 1997 and the forum has since grown to more than 450 members,
representing manufacturers, carriers and content developers from all parts of the
world. The primary goal of the WAP Forum is to bring together companies from all
segments of the wireless industry value chain to ensure product interoperability and
growth of the wireless market. Taking for example, a WAP page developed for a
Nokia handset using software from Forum Nokia can also be viewed by other
handset brands such as Ericsson. This ensures that the product developed is not brand
specific.
As for the health sector today, it faces serious and increasing problems in the
management of resources for disease prevention, follow-up and remote assistance of
patients. The cost of in-patient care is increasingly creating problems for both,
patients and social security organizations. In contrast, the market for para-health
services and applications, such as physical state monitoring during sports training
and the use of health call centers, is becoming increasinglycommon and available to
every citizen. Finally, citizen mobility is increasing, with thousands of citizens
crossing country borders daily for purposes of entertainment, leisure, shopping and
business. Thus, the introduction of new mobile health and para-health personalized
services, based on 2.5 and 3G technologies will provide new markets and
opportunities allowing both, citizens and the industry to profit.
The use of General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) or 3G as the backbone in communication
technology is essential due to the need to support a continuous connection to the
healthcare center, the high bandwidth required for the transmission ofthe data (which
can easily reach the level of 100 Kbps), the communication costs involved (in GPRS
and UMTS, the cost is calculated per Kb, instead of per minute of connection) and
the high quality of service required for all health related applications. These are
requirements, which cannot be met with current Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM) technology as GSM was more suitable for voice data.
With 3G, images, music, video and other data types would provide the user with
richer experience. Additionally, 3G service network seamlessly integrates Internet
protocol transport into a mobile service environment with a variety of access
networks, opening up many new opportunities for IP-based mobile applications. 3G
will also provide access to support services such as authentication, security, and
billing mechanisms as well as mobile-specific services such as mobility management
and location-based services.
Today the mobile terminal is already a lifestyle accessory but tomorrow, it would be
the only trusted device we would use 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
1.2 Problem Statement
The current problem in society is that there is no user friendly, fast and efficient
medical service. The society also faces increasing problems in the management of
resources for disease prevention, follow-up and remote assistance of patients. In this
fast- pace society, vital medical information retrieval and telemedicine service are
very much needed anytime and anywhere.
Underthe government initiated Telehealth project, the government is looking into the
possibility of using modern technologies for telemedicine in order to promote
Malaysia as a regional center for health services. Thus, this project would be inline
with the aims ofthe Teleheath project.
Due to the evolution of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT),
mobile handsets have become an essential part of the society where almost every
citizen in the country owns a mobile handset. Thus this project would look into the
possibility of exploiting the situation of the mass mobile handset ownership that
covers all levels of society. By developing a telemedicine service that is compatible
with mobile handsets, the public would be able to gain hassle free access to these
services simply by using their handset. Furthermore, these services can be accessed
at anytime and anywhere, provided that mobile coverage exists.
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objective
1. To create an integrated system consisting of various individual health care
services that is compatible with the medical record and system used in
Malaysian health institution and hospitals.
2. To obtain a user friendly solution that can be used on mobile handsets and is
compatible with computers as well.
3. To look into possibilities of using mobile-handsets as tools in the medical
sector using various telecommunications technologies such as GPRS, picture
messaging, video and audio streaming.
4. To design a solution that is able to provide adequate remote assistance.
5. To design a solution that would be flexible and reliable that can be used at
anytime and anywhere using mobile handsets.
6. To design a solutionthat would benefit the society in the near future.
7. To design a solution that can be further enhanced and expanded in the near
future.
This project is significant as it deals with potential medical usage that can be
ventured into and may be of benefit to society. Furthermore, this project is a
workable and marketable project whereby if successful, the author could look into
the possibilityof introducing this systemto the Health MinistryofMalaysia.
1.3.2 Scope of Study
The scope of this project is to create an integrated telemedicine software package that
could be used in a majority of new generation mobile handsets.
The author hopes to realize a solution that
1. Could be used at anytime and anywhere,
2. Could be accessed on the mobile phone,
3. Has benefits that outweigh the cost,
4. Is practical and minimal maintenance,
5. Is user friendly.
Among the services that are offered in this project are as follows:
i) Medical examination results,
ii) Health and medical reports,
iii) Added security features using SSL/TLS,
iv) Audio/video streaming using 3G capabilities,
v) Location maps and information of hospitals,
vi) Heart, blood pressure, glucose and temperature data.
1.4 Organization of Dissertation
This section describes the organization of the following chapters.
Chapter 2 lays the foundation of this project. It describes in detail the literature
review that was done prior to the commencement of this project. This provides the
background information on the research and identifies what others have said and/or
discovered. This chapter also includes a brief theory of the various components that
were incorporated in this application. This provides the fundamentals that are
necessary for understanding the development of the mobile telemedicine application.
The following chapters, Chapter 3 and 4 relate to the development of the application
where Chapter 3 describes how the program was developed and includes the
methodology, program flow and its architecture. The results that were obtained are
then displayed and discussed in Chapter 4.
Finally Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation whereby the author reviews the project
that he has completed and the problems encountered throughout the two semesters of
work. The author also penned his views on how the application he developed could
be further improved in terms of its features, usability, security and quality.
1.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter introduced us to a brief background of the project whereby the problem
statement and the scope of study were defined. The following chapter would further
describe the background and the foundation where this project is based on.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
This chapter reviews literatures as well as papers that have been published under the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer (IEEE) that were used by the author
as reference and benchmark for this project. The second part of the chapter reviews
the theories behind the implementation of the mobile telemedicine application.
2.1 Literature Review
2.1.1 Health Sector in Malaysia
The objective of health services is to raise and continuously improve the health status
of individuals, families and communities. One of the aims for healthcare in the
Eighth Malaysia Plan is to have a greater use of IT in the delivery ofhealth services.
According to Multimedia Malaysia: Internet Case Study report; March 2002, in 1998,
the Ministry of Health (MOH) had a budget of RM4.2 billion. From the current
situation, most government hospitals have access to the Internet, some through dial-
up connection and other through a leased line. Four hospitals have a complete ICT
system, which means that all medical records are computerized and a profile of each
patient is available to doctors. These records can be accessed through the Internet. In
the near future, all hospitals would have already been computerized and this is where
this project would be looking into ways to exploit this situation.
Telehealth project, one of Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) flagship initiative was
lunched and is officially managed by the MOH for the purpose of spearheading the
use of ICT in the health sector. Telehealth consists of four pilot applications which
are:
i) The Mass Customised Personalisd Health Information and Education
(MCPHIE) - application that disseminates information in the form of
databases and educational material,
ii) Continuing Medical Education (CME) - application that seeks to
expand the skills of healthcare providers using multimedia and
information technologies,
iii) TeleConsultation - application that brings healthcare providers
together by using the Internet as a means of communication and
information exchange,
iv) Lifetime Health Plan (LHR) - to set up a personalized health plan for
each individual, taking into consideration the person's health record.
2.1.2 Implementation of a WAP-Based Telemedicine System for Patient
Monitoring
The following is a summary of an IEEE paper entitled Implementation of a WAP-
Based Telemedicine System for Patient Monitoring by Kevin Hung and Yuan-Ting
Zhang that was published in June 2003.
The paper describes the implementation of a WAP-based telemedicine system for
patient monitoring that has been developed successfully. It utilizes WAP devices as
mobile access terminals for general inquiry and patient-monitoring services.
Authorized users are able to browse the patients' general data, monitored blood
pressure (BP) and electrocardiogram (ECG) on WAP devices in store-and-forward
mode. The applications, written in wireless markup language (WML), WMLScript,
and Perl, resides in a content server. A MySQLrelational database system was set up
to store the BP readings, ECG data, patient records, clinic and hospital information,
and doctors' appointments with patients. A wireless ECG subsystem was built for
recording ambulatory ECG in an indoor environment and for storing ECG data into
the database. For testing, a WAP phone compliant with WAP 1.1 was used at GSM
1800 MHz by circuit-switched data (CSD) to connect to the content server through a
WAP gateway. CSD runs on a data rate of 9.6kB/s whereas GPRS is able to reach
171.2kB/s.
According to the paper use of current WAP devices in telemedicine is feasible in
areas where the application operates in a store-and-forward, client-server, and low
bandwidth fashion. The displayed information is limited to text and low-resolution
WBMP static images. When displaying graphical information, it is better to first
construct the image at the server, thus reducing the usage of memory and processing
time at the device. A WAP-based telemedicine system has been developed in their
laboratoryand its applications include the following:
• ECG Browsing and heart-rate estimation,
• blood pressure browsing,
• patient record browsing,
• clinic and hospital information inquiry,
• doctor's appointment browsing.
The first three items are designed for doctors and patients' family to monitor
patients' status. The other items are inquiry services for patients.
The applications were stored in the content server. The user-interface was written in
WML and WMLScript, and executed at the WAP device after it had been
downloaded from the server. The other part of the application was written in Perl,
and executed within the Linux-based content server providing the common gateway
interface (CGI) for more complex tasks. The Perl program can dynamically create
WBMP graphics and WML decks upon requests from the WAP device. Graphics
displayed werepatientphotographs, simple graphs, and ECGwaveforms. These were
first constructed in the server before being sent to the WAP device as WBMP files.
All data that the applications accessed and manipulated with were stored in a
relational database system. A MySQL database system, consisting of two databases
at two different sites, was set up to store BP readings, ECG, patient records, clinic
and hospital information, and doctors' appointments with patients. One database





Figure 1: Results obtained from IEEE paper-1
Patient general data, BP, and ECG waveforms were successfully retrieved and
displayed on a WAP phone. This is shown in Figure 1 above. Interactive feature
extraction of medical data was also demonstrated with performing QRS estimation
on ECG data stored in the database. Although response time was long, the feasibility
of such a system is expected to improve in the future, as newer versions of the WAP
specification will be integrated into the 3G mobile phones, which operate at a much
higher data rate and have more on-board resources.
Security is an issue of concern, as in all telemedicine applications. The security
features of a WAP-based system are implemented at several levels. WAP implements
most of its security in Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS) protocol, which is
the wireless equivalent of Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol. The WTLS
secure session is only between the phone and the WAP gateway, and not between the
device and the content server. The WAP gateway, thus, has access to all of the data
in decrypted form. Therefore, using a WAP gateway hosted by a third party is not
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recommended for telemedicine applications. The solution is to setup a private WAP
gateway for the application.
2.1.3 WAP-Based Personalized Health Care Services
The following is a summary of an IEEE paper entitled WAP-Based Personalized
Heatlth CareServices by S.Petsas, D.Tzovaras, L.Makris and M.G. Strintzis that was
published in year 2001.
The paper presents an approach in the field of mobile access to web-based health
care services where the web-based health-care system not only support web-access
but also mobile access through the use ofthe WAP protocol.
In their three-tier architecture, the Apache Web Server was used. PHP was chosen as
the server side scripting language where its usage is similar to that of a Java servlet
while MySQL was selected as the Database Server.
11
Figure 2: Results obtained from IEEE paper-2
Figure 2 shows the application screenshots that were taken by the proposed system
indicating the communication of a patient with the system. Based on the user input
via his/her mobile handset, the physician is informed about the condition of his/her
patient and alsomonitors and stores datarelated to the specific patient.
The issue of security dominates e-health applications and represents new challenges
in assuring both patients and physicians that they are operating in a secure
environment. Some of the basic elements of security, such as confidentiality,
authentication and integrity are addressed by WTLS in this application. WTLS
provides encryption and authentication for server-to-client security. This prevents




The following describes the theories behind the various technologies that would be
used for the implementation ofthe project.
2.2 .1 Mobile Browsing
Mobile services are experiencing encouraging growth starting in 2002 and it is
expected to grow further. The adoption of packet data (GPRS) and mobile terminals
with colour screens has brought benefits to the user, in terms of both, speed and
overall experience of mobile browsing. This indicates that next generation mobile
browsing technology could form the basis of an attractive business, as browsing
remains one of the most importantphone applications and services.
With the introduction of XHTML Mobile Profile (XHTML MP) and Wireless
Cascading Style Sheets (WCSS) technology, the industry is now able to offer
compelling, rich and full colour services to user compared to WAP 1.xwhich offered
black and white browsing and text-based user interface. The effects of WAP
evolution is shown graphically in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The specification of WAP
2.0 defined bythe Open Mobile Alliance has two key elements, the markup language
changes to XHTML Mobile Profile (XHTML MP) and the transmission protocol
becomes Wireless Protocol TCP/IP. Both of these standards are standards on the
fixedInternet line as well. The advantages of usingTCP/IP protocol stack are:
i) Compatible with standard TCP/IP
ii) Faster data transfer for larger files
iii) Better end-to-end security










Figure 3: Evolution towards next generation mobile browsing with WAP 2.0
«?f3wrttf.
WAP LI WJVPL2.1
Figure 4: The evolutionof mobile browsing - fromblack and white to rich, full color
browsing
Figure 5: Same XHTML MP document canbe viewed both on a mobile device and
on a standard desktop browser
(Note: Figures from Nokia White Paper - NextGeneration Mobile Browsing ver 1.0)
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The idea of using XHTML technology for this project is that the same web-page can
be accessed by computers as well asmobile handsets (example is shown in Figure 5).
From the second quarter of year 2003, all new mobile handsets launched would
support XHTML. The other reasons ofusing XHTML are:
• Easy, economical and universal, across technologies
• Better user interface and easier-to-use
• Style sheets enable content tailoring to different handsets
• High consumer usability
2.2.2 Java Servlets
Java provides a number of built-in network capabilities that make it easy to develop
Internet-based and Web-based applications. Java enablesprogram to search the world
for information and to collaborate with programs running on other computers. Java
can also enable applets and applications running on the same computer to
communicate with one another.
Java servlets allow Java code to be run inside a web server and extends the
functionality of the server and to provide similar services offered by CGI scripts.
Servlets are now supported by most web servers including Apache, Netscape,
Microsoft IIS and others. Using Java servlets instead of CGI programs generally
results in more efficient and maintainable code. Java servlets are more efficient
because a new process does not have to be initiated for each request. Since Java
servlets can be written in simple object orientated language they are often more
maintainable than complex Perl scripts. For this application, servlets help provide
secure access to a Web site, interact with databases on behalf of a client by
incorporating SQL, dynamically generate custom XHTML documents to be
displayed by browsers, maintain unique session for each client and most importantly
to control the behaviour of the web server.
Java servlets also offer a number of advantages over Java applets. Java applets
require the Java code to be run in the user's browser, and suffer from complicated
15
compatibility problems due to differences between browsers and possibly slow
startup due to the need to download many compiled classes into the browser. Java
servlets, since they run in the server, will work with any browser and do not result in
any code being downloaded to the user's machine.
2.2.3 Video and Audio Streaming
Streaming delivers media from a server over a network to a client in real time. The
mediais playedby the clientsoftware as it is delivered. However this is onlygoingto
be supported by phones in the near future. As for current phones available in the
market, the media is first downloaded into the phone memory.
The standard H.263 currently used was developed to stream video at bandwidths as
low as 20K to 24K bit/sec and was based on the H.261 codec, but as a general rule, it
requires half the bandwidth to achieve the same video quality [23].
Originally designed as the standard for videoconferencing over ISDN, H.261
introduced features suchas motion prediction andblocktransformation. This allowed
for a smoother picture with good quality, but was limited in the amount of motion it
could handle. Also, H.261 used a large amount of bandwidth (64K to 2M bytes) and
was targeted primarily at circuit-switched networks. The H.263 standard describes
only video coding. However, in applications, audio data must also be compressed,
transmitted and synchronized with the video signal. Synchronization, multiplexing
and protocol issues are covered by "umbrella" standards such as H.320 (ISDN-based
videoconferencing), H.324 (POTS-based video telephony) and H.323 (LAN or IP-
based videoconferencing). H.263 (or its predecessor, H.261) provides the video
coding part of these standards groups. Audio coding is supported by a range of
standards including G.723.1. Other, related standards cover functions such as
multiplexing (e.g. H.223) and signaling (e.g. H.245) [18].
One of the most advanced speech coding standards today is the Adaptive Multi-Rate
(AMR) speech codec, which was developed by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI). It includes eight speech coding modes, whose bit rates
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range from 4.75 to 12.2 kbit/s. AMR-WB represents state-of-the-art technology in
low bit rate wideband speech coding. Like AMR, it is a multi-rate speech codec.
AMR-WB technology uses nine bit rates between 6.6 and 23.85 kbit/s at 16 kHz
sampling rate. AMR-WB uses file extension *.awb. AMR-WB has been selected by
the 3GPP in December 2000 and ITU-T in July 2001. The ITU-T AMR Wideband is
now known as G.72.
The coding format is related to the action of a specific coding algorithm that codes
the content information into a code stream. The file format is a way of organizing
video and audio code streams so that they can be accessed for local decoding and
playback or streamed over a transport channel. Currently, only the following two
video file formats are supported:
• 3GPP file format (.3gp or .3gpp)
• MP4 file format (.mp4)
Options Pause Stop
Figure 6: Example ofvideo streaming for medical purpose
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2.2.4 SSL/TLS Security
Secure Sockets Layer or SSL, is a technology which allows web browsers and web
servers to communicate over a secured channel. It has facilities for protecting data in
transit and identifying the user which you are communicating. The secured channel is
transparent, which means that it passes the data through unchanged. Thus data being
sent is encrypted by one side, transmitted, and then decrypted by the other side prior
to any processing [32]. This is a two-way process, meaning that both the server and
the browser encrypt all traffic before sending out data.
In WAP versions earlier than WAP 2.0, security is based on Wireless Transport
Layer Security (WTLS), which is closely related, but not identical, to SSL, as SSL
runs on top ofTCP and could not run over UDP or directly over IP. In WAP 2.0, the
WAP stack is replaced with the wireless profiled TCP/IP stack, which enables the
usage of Transport Layer Security (TLS) which is an improved version of SSL. One
prominent feature is its ability to support datagram such as UDP.TLS establish a
tunnel in the gateway (Figure 7) and ensures real end-to-end security with no security
gap. In other words, there is no security protocol conversion in the WAP gateway
[32]. Security is comparable to the Internet model, where transaction all the way
from the client to the origin server can be secure. In practice, this means improved
security for sensitive applications, such as banking and mobile commerce as well as
personal medical records.
TLS is compatible with the security standards set by the Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) workgroup 14. The DICOM Standards
Committee exists to create and maintain international standards for communication
of biomedical diagnostic and therapeutic information in disciplines that use digital
images and associated data [15].
18
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Figure 7: Security Comparison between WAP 1.x and WAP2.0
(Note: PicturetakenfromNokia_WAP_Phone_security_v3.3_en document)
2.3 Chapter Summary
For the first part of this chapter, the author reviewed the background and foundation
of the problem statement of this project. It can be noticed from those literatures
reviewed that the projects are quite similar to what the author has developed except
that the author improves on the idea by using the latest mobile communication
technology. The WML language is replaced by XHTML language which enables
higher interactivity and improved graphics.
This chapter also introduces the theory of various technology components such as
XHTML browsing, Java servlets, SSL/TLS security which would out phase the
WTLS security commonly used currentlyand video/audio streaming. These concepts
are essential to understand the method of implementing the mobile telemedicine
application.





This chapter discusses the methods and procedureused by the author. Among others,
the project plan, project flow and architecture and the methods used for
implementing each of the project components are explained.
3.1 Plan of the project
The briefproject road-map is shown in Figure 8. The author started theproject witha
basic planning of what services are to be developed for the first phase of theproject
which was covered in the first of two semesters. The list of services listed under
Section 1.3.2 previously was developed and integrated using XHTML, Java servlets
and SQL languages.
Under Phase 2 of the project, the author has enhanced the security feature of the
project by implementing the SSL/TLS security system. Audio/video streaming
capabilities and support for other data types such as graphs and images was also
included.
Finally, the author integrates all the components of the project and testing was done


































Figure 9 in the following page shows the system architecture of this application. The
Apache Tomcat Web Server is the central element in the system where all the server
control files, security implementation and servlets reside.
There is a three stage security implementation. There is the SSL/TLS security
implementation, which would ensure message confidentiality and integrity. Then the
user is challenge with a username and password authentication. Finally, the Apache
Web Serverwould determine the type of user loggedin and proceed accordingly.
Should there be any database request the Web Server would query the database
server. However for this project, the Microsoft Access database resides in the same
machine as the Web Server. For any other data that involves video and audio
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The flow of the program starts whenthe user accesses the sitevia the computer or the
mobile handset. Firstly, the web server would try to establish an SSL or TLS
negotiation. If it fails, the page would not be able to load. If successful, the log-in
servlet would then be process to query the user for his or her log-in name and
password. Only if the combination is valid can one proceed.
Once in the main telemedicine page, one can choose various options such as database
access or hospital information. However, certain pages such as updating database
information are only available strictly to administrators. The user group validation is
processedduring the login-password validation stage.
The user is able to log-out from the system by accessing a link from the main
telemedicine page. For extra security feature, the web server would automatically
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disconnect the user if the user is idle for 10 minutes. This is to ensure that the
confidentiality of the user is not compromised should the user forgets to log-out.
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Figure 10: Program flow
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Log out
3.4 Detailed Breakdown and Implementation of Program
This section describes how eachstage shown in Figure 10was implemented.
For part A, the Web.xml file in the Apache Tomcat Webserver is modified to include
an authentication function. The Web.xml document plays an important part as it is
the control module of the whole web application. There are various types of
authentication such as basic, digest, form or custom authentication. The author











Part B is a crucial part of the project whereby the TLS security system is




With the Java Secure Socket Extensions (JSSE) package, the author creates a self-
signed certificate using the following command. RSA algorithm is the preferred
algorithm as it ensures compatibility between various platforms.
C:\j2sdk.1.4.2\bin\keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA
Using the open-source PureTLS program, the author is able to obtain the following
files, cryptix32.jar, puretls.jar, and cryptix-asnl.jar which without these files, TLS
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cannot be implemented. Finally, the following codes are included in the Server.xml




acceptCount="100" debug="0" scheme-'https" secure="true">
<Factory clientAuth-'false" protocol="TLS" />
</Connector>
Part C, D, E and F are closely related. Firstly the server determines if the user is
logging in using mobile handset or a computer. The difference between the XHTML
source codes for a mobile handset compared to a computer is the heading of the
XHTML code. For mobile handset, the XHTML code is as follows :
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-/WAPFORUM//DTD XHTML Mobile 1.0//EN""http://www.wapforum.org/DTD/xhtml-
mobilel0.dtd">
The XHTML heading to support a computer web browser is:
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 TransitionaI//EN">
<HTML xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
Part D would display the login page where the source code is shown in Appendix D.
Then forpart E, the server would automatically compare the loginpage user inputs to
that of the database. Finally, the following codes below are included in the Web.xml
to implement the user grouping as shown in Part F of the project flow.
<security-role>
<role-name> manager </ro!e-name> <role-name> user </role-name>
</security-role>
Part G which is the main telemedicine webpage is where the user would be redirected
to should he or she is an authorized user. The source code of the page is shown in
Appendix D.
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Part H consists of database access to various types of media such as text, graphs,
pictures and audio/video streaming. For text and data, the Web Server connects with
the Microsoft Access database through a JDBC-ODBC driver. Microsoft's ODBC
which stands for Open Database Connectivity serves as an interface for accessing
database. However, it requires the used of Java Database Connectivity to be
compatible with the Java platformthat the application is running on. The code for the
JDBC-ODBC driver is sun.jdbc.odbcJdbcOdbcDriver. For images they can be accessed
using through the JDBC-ODBC interface or they can be accessed directly through
XTHML. An example using XHTML language would be :
<ahref="hos_fatimah_edited.gif">
For audio/video streaming, a Quicktime plug-in program should be installed in the
computer. This plug-in would be automatically called upon should the web browser
encounter an audio/video stream file. However, before the file could be streamed, it
needs to be converted into the .3gp file format which is the standard set by 3GPP.
The author uses Quicktime Pro software to do the file conversion. To access a















Finally for the graph generation feature, the JDBC-ODBC driver is used to retrieve
the data from the database. It is then processedusing the open-sourceKavaChartJava
extension files and the resulting output would be in a form of a picture file such as
.jpeg or .gif where the user is able to save the picture for future reference. The full
source code is shown in Appendix C.




The server would also automatically log-out the user if the user is idle for more than
10 minutes. The following codes are included in the Web.xml file to enable this
feature.
<session-config> <session-timeout> 10</session-timeout> </session-config>
The full source code for the entire implementation of this mobile telemedicine




The following discusses the results obtained from the mobile telemedicine
application that has been developed. The XHTML WAP pages would be simulated
using a proprietary Nokia phone simulator provided by Nokia. A web server
environment have been setup using the open-source Apache Tomcat Web Server for
simulation purpose whereby the author would be using an IP address of 127.0.0.1,
which is a local loop back address that points to the author's server for simulation
and testing.
The database that was used for this project is the Microsoft Access Database. This is
due to the fact that it is one of the more popular database systems being used in the
market. Nevertheless, if any other database system is being used such as Oracle
Database or MySQL database, the application would require onlyone line of source
code modification to work.
The results are classified under two categories, whichare:
i) Security and authentication
ii) Database system which includes various types of data which include text, graphs,
images, audio and video
4.1 Security
Due to the TLS security feature, the moment the user tries to log in to the website a
warning message would inform the user that he or she is about to enter a secured
website and if he or shewould like to continue. This is shown in Figure 11.
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The following screen shot shown in Figure 12 would be displayed to the user if the
security certificate was issued by a company or individual that the user have not
chosen to trust. Thus the user would have three options. He or she can choose to
proceed, to cancel or to view the details of the certificate first. If he or she chooses to
view the certificate, the following screen as shown inFigure 13 would beshown.
The certificate shown inFigure 13 is selfgenerated bytheauthor. One is able to view
the type of encryption method used for the public key and thumbprint. One is also
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Figure 13: Certificate details
For authentication purposes, the author has chosen form based authentication type.
For this form based authentication, the user is challenge with the user name and
password the moment the user is logged on to the page. Once the entries are entered
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and the "OK" button is selected, the username and password is compared to the
authorization list configured in the ApacheTomcat Web Server.
Should the user type the wrong combination of username and password, the
following screen shown in Figure 15 would appear. The user then has to click the
back button available on the phone to return back to the login page. If the user has
type in thecorrect combination of username and password, the userwould be granted
permissionto access the main page shown in Figure 16.
v (3300000) Nokia 3300 SDK
File Tools Help
Figure 14: Loginpage.xhtml
(3300000) Nokia 3300 SDK
Fife Tools Help
Figure 15: Errorpage.xhtml
During the log-on process, the server would also determine the type ofuser group the
user is in. The author has categorized two user groups which are the user and
administrator. This serves as an extra security measure as with this grouping, we are
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able to control the users, the operations they perform and able to determine which
resources they are allowed to access and which is restricted.
For additional security measure, a session timeout is implemented, in this case 10
minutes. This determines how long the serverwould wait in between request before
invalidating the session. Shorter timeouts increase the user security because it limits
the time of vulnerability should a user forget to log out.
4.2 Database
The main page for this WAP-XHTML telemedicine application is shown in Figure
16. This page is where the user is able to select the services included for this mobile
telemedicine application. A menu is displayed and the user would be able to select
the relevant service by clicking on the links. From this links, medical records which
can consist of text, images, graphs and data and even audio and video clips can be
accessed. The architecture of this system was shown in Figure 9 from the previous
chapter.
The user is able to access this page using the mobile phone and also using the
Internet Explorer which is available in any Windows based personal computer. This
is where the advantage of XHTML lies in.
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Using the SQL language, we are able to not only query the database but we are able
to update or modify a database entry by choosing either the option of viewing or
updating the database (shown in Figure 17). This is one of the cases where a need for
certain regulations and administrator rights to control the amount of access a client
has to the database. This feature would prevent unauthorized modifying of data.
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Figure 17: Database query (access.xhtml)
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Figure 18: Database update
If the option of updating the database is entered by the user, the resulting screenshot
as shown in Figure 18 above would appear whereby one would be able to enter the
relevant details of a person's medical records for updating purposes. One would have
to press the "Submit" button at the end of the page before proceeding to the next
page for the updates to execute.
Figure 19 and 20 shows the results of the database query from the mock medical
records created by the author.
As medical records often include information about a patient's blood pressure,
temperature, respiration and pulse, this application has been developed to cater for
these types of records which are usually shown in graph format. Figure 21 shows the
graph that has been generated using data from the database on Internet Explorer and
Figure 22 is the equivalent results on the handset simulator.
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Figure 19: Database query result on Internet Explorer
Figure 20: Database query result on Nokia Simulator
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Figure 21: Resulting graph generated from database
Figure 22: Graph simulated on Nokia Simulator
Fromthis Telemedicine application, one is able to access information abouthospitals
around the vicinity, which includes a location map of the hospital. This shows the
capability of the program to output graphic pictures such as jpeg or gif files. This
program can be further improved to be a real-time Location Based Service (LBS)
system when the technology advancement permits.
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Figure 24: Instant dialing
Foremergency purpose where time is crucial, this application supports instant dialing
whereby the moment a specific link is entered, the pre-specified number is dialed.
This is shown in Figure 24 where the screenshot on the right shows the process of
dialing the number specified in the screenshot on the left.
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The screen shown in Figure 25 is a screen shot on how a video and audio stream
would look like. One has the option toplay, pause or stop the video.
Before a video file (any format such as .avi, .mpg..etc) can be streamed, it has to be
converted to 3GPP complaint formats asmentioned under Section 2.2.3 previously.
Currently, there is a disadvantage with the mobile phones in the market, which is
their limited on board memory, thus the size of the video and audio files that can be
streamed is very limited.
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A session information page is included together in this application. Information
regarding the log-in such as the number of times the user has accessed the page is
included. The administrator can make use of this user information for log and
tracking purposes as with the session ID is included.
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Figure 24: Session information
4.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter illustrated the successful implementation of the application. The TLS
security feature, which is compatible with the DICOM standards have been applied
together with the telemedicine application. The author has also demonstrated the
capability of this application in displaying various forms of data. Results are shown
in the form of screenshots taken from the mobile telemedicine application simulated
on Microsoft InternetExplorerand Nokiaphone simulator.
One is able to see from here that while maintaining its functionality, the project is
user friendly and incorporates aesthetic look and feel.




This chapter reviews the project, highlighting some of theproblems faced and steps
taken to overcome the problems. Some recommendations are made to suggest future
work for expansion and continuation of the project. The chapteris rounded off with a
conclusion.
5.1 Review
This project was developed under two phases, which was carried out over two
semesters. The first semesterwas mainly dedicated to the preliminary research work,
learning the XHTML and Java language and developing the main module of the
application. The second semester work was focused on security improvements;
various databaserepresentation and researching various additional add-on modules to
be included in this application.
Since the project started, the author has gained various concepts and knowledge for
the successful implementation of the final product. Most notable is the XHTML
language. The XHTML language is highly structured and the language conforms to
stricter rules compared to its predecessor, HTML. Various knowledge regarding
mobile handsets, WAP and telecommunication systems was also researched.
Java servlets was another key element that the author has most benefited in. The
author is now able to write servlets that processes requests from the XHTML page.
Running parallel to the study of Java servlets was a study on Web Server
implementation. The author managed to install and configured the Apache Web
Server to be able to run the servlets and XHTML pages. The key element to
controlling the display and initialization of the servlets in the Web Server is the
Web.xml document (shown in Appendix B).
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There is a feature in the Java language called JDBC that enables codes written inJava
language to open, search, select and modify database documents such as Microsoft
Access documents using SQL language. The author has successfully implemented
this function in the Java servlet.
Eventhough the form authentication has been included; it is by no means secured
from hackers and intruders. Thus the author has learned and reviewed higher security
standards such as SSL, TLS, WPKI, WTLS and finally implemented the TLS
security system. TLS was chosen based on its improved features compared to the
other security systems available. Furthermore, it is compatible with the DICOM
standard which defines the global standard for transferring medical data.
5.2 Problems Encountered
Two major problems where encountered during the implementation ofthis project.
Firstly, there is a shortcoming with the Nokia Simulator as it is unable to simulate
audio and video streaming. Furthermore, since currently there is no other simulator
that is able to show the result of video streaming, thus the author is unable to
simulate the audio/video streaming on mobile handset simulators. However, the
author has sent the source code for verification ofworkability to Nokia experts and
they have verified those codes.
There was a problem with the integration of the XHTML based system for the
telemedicine application that forms the core of the application with Java 2 Micro
Edition (J2ME) applications. This is because the Apache Tomcat web server and the
Javaservlet do not support J2ME files. J2ME files areunlike the normal Javafiles as
there is only limited amount offunctions available and they are still relatively new
thus many other programs and systems such as the web server have not integrated
their system with J2ME support. In fact, another separate server such as a Delivery
Server needs to be used to support J2ME. However, due to the problem ofintegrating
the Web Server together with the delivery server, the author decided to developed a
full Javaservlet andXHTML based application.
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5.3 Recommendations for future expansion and continuation
This section presents some recommendations for future expansion and continuation
work to improvethe design ofthis mobile telemedicine application.
Thisprojectwas based on the future generation of WAP browsing which utilizes the
XHTML language. This project can also be extended to cover older versions of
WAP. With legacy support, this application can cover a broader range of society.
However, there would definitely be certain limitations such as the video/audio
streaming application.
There were certain ideas based on Location Based Service (LBS) such an emergency
signal, individual tracking or directions to the nearest hospital. However, these
services cannot be implemented even-though it is an essential service for
telemedicine due to limitations of current technology at the time of writing.
Telecommunication companies do not support this LBS technology. The closest one
could get to LBS is toknow the location of the Base Transmission Station (BTS) that
is serving the user.
Currently, the graph application that is available is only able to retrieve static data in
apatient's database and does not support real-time data presentation. Thus, this graph
presentation can be extended to cover real-time data and better interactivity such as
locating theexact value ofa certain X-Y coordinate on the graph.
The video/audio streaming application developed here opens up a whole new world
of possible services that can be offered such as multimedia messaging, health
education, or even remote patient consultation. With such services included, it would
further increase the functionality of this application.
Finally, for additional security, the application can be extended to have some sort of
identification using information from the phone SIM card and maybe together with




The mobile telemedicine application has been developed successfully whereby one is
able to log-in to the main page and access the health records database which consists
of various forms of data. The application was simulated using a Nokia phone
simulator as well as Microsoft Internet Explorer and a mock medical database that
had been created using the Microsoft Access Database software.
With the successful implementation of this system, the author has demonstrated that
an attractive and secured health records database system is possible which includes
various text, data, images, audio and video streaming that is packaged together and
can be easily access using a mobile handset.
There are still many improvements and additional service that could be added to the
current application developed here. It ishoped that this application would one day be
widely used throughout the nation and being able to contribute to the society.
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Apache Tomcat Web.xml coding
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="lSO-8859-l"?>
<!DOCTYPEweb-app
PUBLIC "-//Sun Microsystems, Inc.//DTD Web Application 2.2//EN"
"http://java.sun.com/j2ee/dtds/web-app_2_2.dtd">
<web-app>
















































































































































public class ProtectedResource extends HttpServlet {
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
throws ServletException, IOException {
res.setContentType("text/plain");
PrintWriter out = res.getWriter();
// Get the session
HttpSession session = req.getSession();
// Does the session indicate this user already logged in?
Object done = session.getAttribute("logon.isDone"); // marker object
if (done = null) {
// No logon.isDone means she hasn't logged in.














public class tracking extends HttpServletJ
public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)













out.println("You've visited this page" +count+((count.intValue(>=l)? "time." :"times."));
out.printIn("<P>");




out.println(name + ":" + session.getAttribute(name) + "<BR>");
}
out.println("<H3>Here are some vital stats on your session: </H3>");
out.println("Sessionid:" +session.get!d()+"<BR />");
out.println(" New session: " + session.isNew() +"<BR />");
out.println(" Timeout:" + session.getMaxInactiveIntervaI());
out.println("<I>(" + session.getMaxInactiveInterval()/60 +"minutes)</lxBR />");
out.println("Creation time:" + session .getCreationTime());
out.println("<I>("+newDate(session.getCreationTime()) +")</I><BR />");
out.println("Last access time: "+ session.getLastAccessedTime());
out.println("<I>("+newDate(session.getLastAccessedTime()) +")</I><BR/>");
out.println("Requested session ID from coolde:"+ req.isRequestedSessionIdFromCookie()+"<BR />");
out.println("Requested session ID from URL:"+ req.isRequestedSessionIdFromURL()+"<BR />");


















public class graph extends HttpServlet{
Connection theConnection;
private ServletConfig config;
public void init()throws ServletException {}
public void doGet(HttpServ!etRequest incoming, HttpServletResponse outgoing)
{













ResultSet theResult=theStatement.executeQuery("select * fromUserDBG WHERE UserDB.LoginName = UserDBG.Client");
ArrayList ValuesY = new ArrayList();








Renderedlmage myimg = new BufferedImage(170,160,BufferedImage.TYPE_INT_RGB);
Graphics g = ((BufferedImage)myimg).createGraphics();
//create the chart
LineChartchart = new LineChart("Temperature");
double[] data = new double[ValuesY.size()];
doublejj Iabels= new doub!e[ValuesX.size()];













//encode the image and send it
ImageIO.write(myimg,"jpeg",out);
out.close();
theResuIt.close();//Close the result set
theStatement.close();//Close statement
theConnection.close(); //Close database Connection
}








public class access extends HttpServletf
Connection theConnection;
private ServletConfig config;
public void init()throws ServletException{}
public void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
throws ServletException, IOException {




















out.println("<body bgColor=blanchedalmond text=#008000 topMargin=0>");
out,println("<palign=centerxfont face-Helvetica color=fuchsia><BIG>Database listing</BIGx/FONTx/P>");
out.println("<p align=center>");
out.println("<tablealign=centerborder=l cellPadding-1 cellSpacing=l width=\"75%\">");
tryf





ResultSet theResult=theStatement.executeQuery("seIect * from UserDB where LoginName=,"+username+'"");





out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(3) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>AttendingDoctor</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResu1t.getString(2) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>E-mail</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(6) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>RegistrationNumbeK/TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(7) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>PatientAddress</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(8) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>Telephonenumber</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(9) + "</TDx/TR>");
outprintln("<TRxTD>Postcode</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(l 0) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>NRICnumber</TD>");




out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(13) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>GendeK/TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(14) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>MaritalStatus</TD>");





out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(17) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>Occupation</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResuIt.getString(18) + "</TD></TR>");
}
theResult.close();//Close the result set
theStatement.c!ose();//Close statement

























public void doGet(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
throws ServletException, IOException j




PrintWriter out = res.getWriter();
out.println("<html><headxtitle>Database Page 2</title>");
out.println("</head>");
out.println("<body bgColor=blanchedalmond text=#008000 topMargin=0>");
out.println("<p align=centerxfont face=Helvetica color=fuchsia><BIG>Database listing</BIGx/FONTx/P>");
out.println("<p align=center>");
out.println("<table align=center border=l cellPadding=l cellSpacing=l width=\"75%\">");
try{
//Loading Sun's JDBC ODBC Driver
Class.forName("sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver");
//Connect to Microsoft Access Database
theConnection = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:odbc:dbI","","");
Statement theStatement=theConnection.createStatement();




out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(20) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.println("<TRx:TD>Financial_class</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResu!t.getString(21) + "</TDX/TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>Time</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(22) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.print!n("<TRxTD>Ward</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(23) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TRXTD>Room</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(24) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>Bed</TD>");
out.println("<TD>"+ theResult.getString(25) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.printIn("<TRxTD>Nextofkin</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(26) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>Next ofkin relationship</TD>");
out.println("<TD>"+ theResult.getString(27) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>Next of kin address</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(28) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>Next of kin postcode</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(29) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>Next ofkin tel</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(30) + "</TD></TR>");
out.print1n("<TRxTD>Guarantor</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(31) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>Guarantorrelationship</TD>");
out,println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(32) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>GuarantorNRIC</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(33) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>Guarantoraddress</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(34) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>Guarantorpostcode</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(35) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>Employer</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(36) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>Employeradd</TD>");
out.println("<TD>"+ theResult.getString(37) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TRxTD>Employerpostcode</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(38) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TRx:TD>GuarantorteK/TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(39) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>Remarks</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(40) + "</TDx/TR>");
out.print1n("<TRxTD>Ambulence</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(41)+ "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>Discharge</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(42) + "</TD></TR>");
out.println("<TR><TD>DepositPaid</TD>");
out.println("<TD>" + theResult.getString(43) + "</TD></TR>");
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}
theResult.close();//Close the result set
theStatement.c!ose();//Close statement


























publicvoid init()throws ServletException J}
protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
























//Loading Sun's JDBC ODBC Driver
Class.forName("sun.jdbc.odbcJdbcOdbcDriver");
connection = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:odbc:db I","","");
stmt=connection.createStatement();

















+occ+"' WHERE LoginName-"+username+ );
out.println("<headxtitle>UpdateCompleted</title>");
out.println("</head><body>");
out.println(" <p>Update completed </p><br />");
out.println(" <a href=access2>Click here to proceed </a>");





























public class access2 extends HttpServlet{
Connection connection;
private ServletConfig config;
public void init()throws ServletException{}
protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
throws ServletException, IOException {
Statement stmt=null;
HttpSession session = req.getSession(true);
res.setContentType("text/html");


























































































<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<?xml version="1.0"?xHTML xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<HEADxTITLE>MobileTeIemedicine</TITLE>








<TD width=55xlMG alt=Icon src="security/cst/healthrecord.jpg"x/TD>
<TD width-115XA class=head style="COLOR: #702e2e"
href="security/access/access.xhtmI">HealthRecords</A>
<D1Vclass=sub style="LINE-HEIGHT:8px">View& update </DlV></TD></TR>
<TR>
<TD width=55xlMG alt=Icon src="security/cst/streaming.jpg"x/TD>
<TD width=l 15xa class=head style="COLOR: #702e2e"
href="security/streamoption.xhtml">Streaming Video</A>
<DIV class=sub style="LINE-HEIGHT: 8px">Video& Audio Feed</DIVx/TDx/TR>
<TR>
<TD width=55xlMG alr=Iconsrc="security/cst/Hos_info.jpg"x/TD>
<TD width=l 15XA class=head style-"COLOR: #702e2e"
href="security/hospitalmap.xhtml">Hospital Info</A>
<DIV class=sub style="LINE-HEIGHT: 8px">Locationand info of hospita1s</DIVx/TDx/TR>
<TR>
<TD width=55xiMG alt=Icon src="security/cst/Conn_info.jpg"x/TD>
<TD width=l 15XA class^head style="COLOR: #702e2e"
href="/login/tracking">Sessioninfo</A>


















Welcome! Please enter your Name<br>































Sorry, your login was denied.














<td width=170xa3xbxcenter>Hospitals in Ipoh </center> </b></a3></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=170xaclass=head style="COLOR: #702e2e"
href="hospital/hos_ipoh.xhtml"xfont size-'2">1. Hospital BesarIpoh</font></a> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=170xa class-head sty!e="COLOR: #702e2e"
href="hospital/hos_fatimah.xhtml"xfont size="2">2. Hospital Fatimah</fontx/a> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=170xA class=head style="COLOR: #702e2e"
href="hospital/kintamedic.xhtml"xfont size="2">3. Kinta Medical Center</fontx/a> </td>
</rr>
<tr>
<td width=170xA class=headstyle="COLOR: #702e2e"




<td width=170xA class=head style="COLOR: #702e2e"
href="hospital/hppi.xhtml"xfont size="2">5. Hospital Pantai Putri Ipoh</fontx/a> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=170xA class=head style="COLOR: #702e2e"
href="hospitaI/pcmh.xhtmI"x:font size="2">6. Perak Chinese Maternity Hospital</fontx/a> </td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=170xA class-head style="COLOR: #702e2e"













<p> Pleaseselectif youwantto streamusingmobileor computer
<a href="streaming.xhtml">Computer<axbr />

















































<h3> Entering Health Records </h3>
<p> Please type your username:<br l>
<input type-'text" name="username" /> <br />
</p>
<p>Please select one: <br />
<inputtype-'radio" name="access_type" value-'View" /> View<br/>
<input type-'Yadio" name="access_type" value-'Update" /> Update<br/>
Note: Update option is only available for administrator<br/>
</p>


















<inputtype="text" name="accno" size-'10" maxlength-'20" /xbr/>
<Iabel>Registration No. :</label>
<input type="text"name="regno"size="10"maxlength-'20" /xbr />
<label>Patient Name:</label>
<input type-'text" name="patname" size="10" maxlength="20" value="usemame"/xbr />
<label>Password:</label>
<input type="password"name="pw" size^"10" maxlength-'20" /><br />
<label>Attending Doctor:</label>
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<inputtype-'text" name-'attdr" size="10" maxlength="20" value- 'Dr."/xbr />
<label>Address:</labeI>
<textarea name="add" rows="3" cols="10">Address</textarea><br />
<label>Postcode:</label>
<inputtype="text" name="pstcode" size="8" maxlength="10" /xbr />
<label>Tel no.: </Iabel>
<input type-'text" name="telno"size="8" maxlength="10"/xbr />
<label>NRIC No.:</label>
<inputtype="text" name="nricno" size="10" maxlength-'20" value="800000145000"/xbr/>
<label>Birthdate:</label>
<input type-'text" name-'birthd" size-'8" maxlength="10"value="23/05/81"/>
<label>Age:</label>
<inputtype="text" name="age" size="3" maxlength="5" /><br/>
<label>Sex: </label>
<input type="radio"name="gender"value="F"checked="checked" />Female
<input type-'radio" name="gender"value="M"/> Male <br l>
<label>Marital Status:</labelxbr />
<input type="checkbox" name="marsta" value="single" checked="checked" />Single<br />
<input type="checkbox" name="marsta" value-'married" />Married<br />
<input type="checkbox" name="marsta" value-'divorce" />Divorce<br />
<label>Race:</label>
<input type-'text" name-'race" size="10"maxlength="20" value="Malay"/><br/>
<label>Nationality:</Iabel>
<input type-'text" name="national" size-'10" maxlength-'20" value="Malaysian"/xbr />
<label>Occupation:</label>
<inputtype="text" name-'occ" size-' 10"maxlength-'20" /xbr />
<input type-'submit" name="Submit" value="Submit" />


















<form action="/login/access2" method ="post">
<p>
<label>Admission date</label>










<input type="text" name="bed" size="3" maxlength="20" /><br />
<h3>Incase of emergency contact:</h3>
<label>Next of kin:</label>
<input type="text"name="kin" size="20"maxlength="20" /xbr />
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<label>Relationship: </label>
<inputtype="text" name="kinrel" size="20" maxlength="20" value-'Father'Vxbr l>
<Iabel> Address :</label>
<textarea name="kin_add" rows="3"cols="10">Address</textarea><br />
<label>Postcode:</label>
<inputtype="text" name="kinpostc" size="8" maxlength-"10"/xbr />
<label>Tel no. :</label>
<input type="text"name="kintel"size="8" maxlength="10" /><br />
<h3>Guarantor:</h3>
<label>Guarantor Name:</label>
<inputtype="text" name="guaname" size="10" maxlength="20" /><br/>
<label>Relationship: </label>






<inputtype-'text" name="guaadd" size-'8" maxlength-"10"/><br/>
<label>Telno.:</label>
<inputtype="text" name-'guatel" size="8" maxlength-'30" /xbr />
<h3>Employers particulars :</h3>
<label>Name:</Jabel>
<inputtype="text" name="empname" size="10" maxlength="20" /xbr />
<labeI>Tel no.: </label>
<input type="text"name-'emptel" size="8" maxlength-' 10"/xbr l>
<label> Address: </label>
<textarea name="empadd" rows="3"cols="10">Address</textarea><br />
<labeI>Postcode:</label>
<inputtype-'text" name="emppost" id-'feldl" size="8" maxlength-'10" /xbr />
<label> Remarks: </label>
<textarea name="remark" rows="3"cols="10">Remarks</textareaxbr />
<h3>Others:</h3>
<label>Ambulence:</label>
<input type="checkbox" name="amb"value="yes"checked="checked" />Yes
<input type-'checkbox" name-'amb" value="no"/>No<br />
<label>Discharge:</label>
<inputtype="checkbox" name="discharge" value="yes" checked-'checked" />Yes
<input type="checkbox" name="discharge" value="no"/>No<br />
<label>Deposit paid:</label>
<inputtype="text"name="deppaid"size="8"maxlength="10" value="RM"/><br/>
<input type="submit" name="Submit" value="Submit" />




































































<center><h3> Health Records Data</h3>
Temperature graph<br />
<img src="http://Iocalhost:8080/login/graph?table-UserDBG&column=Blood Pressure&time=Time"xbr />
</center></p>
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